We show that the system of the standard one-component KP hierarchy endowed with a special infinite set of abelian additional symmetries, generated by squared eigenfunction potentials, is equivalent to the two-component KP hierarchy.
Background Information on the KP Hierarchy and Ghosts Symmetries.
The starting point of our presentation is the pseudo-differential Lax operator L obeying KP evolution equations w.r.t. the multi-time (t) ≡ (t 1 ≡ x, t 2 , . . .) :
The symbol D stands for the differential operator ∂/∂x, whereas ∂ ≡ ∂ x will denote derivative of a function. Equivalently, one can represent Eq.(1) in terms of the dressing operator W whose pseudo-differential series are expressed in terms of the so called taufunction τ (t) :
with the notation: [y] ≡ (y 1 , y 2 /2, y 3 /3, . . .) for any multi-variable (y) ≡ (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , . . .) and with p k (y) being the Schur polynomials. In the present approach a basic notion is that of (adjoint) eigenfunctions Φ(t), Ψ(t) of the KP hierarchy satisfying :
The Baker-Akhiezer (BA) "wave" functions ψ BA (t, λ) = W (exp(ξ(t, λ))) and its adjoint ψ * BA (t, λ) = (W * ) −1 (exp(−ξ(t, λ))) (with ξ(t, λ) ≡ ∞ l=1 t l λ l ) are (adjoint) eigenfunctions satisfying additionally the spectral equations L ( * ) ψ ( * )
BA (t, λ). Throughout this note we will rely on an important tool provided by the spectral representation of eigenfunctions [1] . The spectral representation is equivalent to the following statement. Φ and Ψ are (adjoint) eigenfunctions if and only if they obey the integral representation:
where dz denotes contour integral around origin. One needs to point out that the proper understanding of Eqs. (4) and (5) (as in the case of original Hirota bilinear identities) requires, following [2] , expanding of the integrand in (4) and (5) as formal power series w.r.t. in t ′ n − t n , n = 1, 2, . . .. Consider now an infinite system of independent (adjoint) eigenfunctions
of the standard KP hierarchy Lax operator L and define the following infinite set of the additional "ghost" symmetry flows [3] :
where s, k = 1, 2, . . . , and F (F * ) denote generic (adjoint) eigenfunctions which do not belong to the "ghost" symmetry generating set
to denote the so called squared eigenfunction potentials (SEP) [4, 1] for which we find the "ghost" symmetry flows :
Eqs.(7) become for the first "ghost" symmetry flow∂ ≡ ∂/∂t 1 :
It is easy to show that the "ghost" symmetry flows ∂/∂t s from Eqs. (6)- (8) commute. This can be done by proving that the ∂-pseudo-differential operators M s (6) satisfy the zero-curvature equations
Lax Representation for the Ghosts Flows
We now show that the "ghost" symmetry flows from Eqs. (6)-(8) admit their own Lax representation in terms of the pseudo-differential Lax operatorL w.r.t. multi-time (t) ≡ (t 1 ≡x,t 2 , . . .). While showing it we will make contact with the structure defining the affine coordinates on the Universal Grassmannian Manifold (UGM) [5, 6] . For this purpose we define objects:w
which can be grouped together into the Laurent series expansion:
From Eq. (7) we find that the action of the "ghost" symmetry flows onw i takes a form:
where the coefficients W (j)
k are given in terms of SEP -functions as
They in turn satisfy the following flow equations resulting from those in (9) :
which provide an example of the matrix Riccati equations (see e.g. [6] ). The coefficients
k span the Laurent series :
whose structure is reminiscent of the Laurent series defining the Sato Grassmannian. The connection to the usual KP setup can now be established as follows. We first introduce the well-known notion of a long derivative :
which together with Eq.(17) allow us to cast both Eqs.(16) and (13) in a more compact form:
From Eq. (20) we obtain reccursive expressions for W (j) with j > 0 in terms of nonnegative powers of ∇ 1 acting onw. Indeed, from (20) with j = 0 one finds W (1) = ∇ 1w − w 1w and so on. Finally, by increasing j one arrives at expansion In this way we arrive at a new integrable system defined in terms of two Lax operators L andL with two different sets of evolution parameters t andt which we will call double KP system. The double KP system can be viewed as ordinary one-component KP hierarchy Eq.(2) supplemented by infinite-dimensional additional symmetry structure given by Eqs.(6)-(8).
Letτ (t,t) be a tau-function associated with the∂-Lax operatorL, then the following results follow from the above discussion:
where the τ (t,t) is tau-function of the original ∂-Lax operator L. Moreover, for any generic eigenfunction F of L , which does not belong to the set {Φ j } in (6) and has "ghost" symmetry flows given by Eq.(8), the functionF ≡ F/Φ 1 is automatically an eigenfunction of the "ghost" Lax operatorL :
We will also introduce the Darboux-Bäcklund (DB) transformations:
for the "ghost" KP Lax operator which have an additional property of commuting with the "ghost" symmetries (6). In the Eq.(24) the the DB "site" index (n) parametrizes the DB orbit. The convention we adopt is that the index (n) labels the particular∂-Lax operatorL constructed above. In terms of the original isospectral flows the DB transformations take a form :
where L(n) is the original Lax operator underlying our construction. In this setting the tau-functionτ appears, according to Eq.(22), to be nothing but the tau-function associated with the the Lax operator L(n + 1) at the site (n + 1), namelyτ = τ (n + 1).
We can now present results for the adjoint eigenfunctions Ψ i which parallel those in Eqs. (22)- (23) for the eigenfunctions Φ i . Definingw * k = Ψ k+1 /Ψ 1 we find that :
with the coefficients
Let τ (t,t) be a tau-function associated with the∂-Lax operatorL(n − 2) at the DB site (n − 2). Then the following results can be shown:
where τ (t,t) is the tau-function of the original ∂-Lax operator L (at the DB site (n)) . Moreover, for any generic adjoint eigenfunction F * of L , which does not belong to the set {Ψ j } in (6) and satisfies, therefore, the "ghost" symmetry flows given by Eq.(8)) the function F * /Ψ 1 is an adjoint eigenfunction of the "ghost" Lax operatorL(n − 2) :
Let us list two other important identities which relate the tau-function τ to the SEPfunctions (using notation of Eqs. (6)- (8)) :
Embedding of Double KP System into Two-Component KP Hierarchy
The two-component KP hierarchy [7] is given by three tau-functions τ 11 , τ 12 , τ 21 depending on two sets of multi-time variables t,t and obeying the following Hirota bilinear identities:
dz e
We will now show that the double KP system defined in the previous section in terms of the tau-functions τ,τ , τ , will satisfy the Hirota identities (32)-(35) upon the identification :
and upon making the obvious identication for the multi-time variables t andt.
As an example of our method we will derive Eq.(33) using the technique which employs the spectral representations (4)-(5). Let F be a wave-function for the L Lax operator:
According to Eq.(23) :
is an eigenfunction for the Lax operatorL w.r.t. the multi-timet and in view of Eq.(4) admits the spectral representation : 
Choose nowF to be a wave-function for the Lax operatorL :
then the function :F
is an eigenfunction for the Lax operator L w.r.t. the multi-time t and in view of Eq. (4) admits the spectral representation :
Substituting Eq. (41) 
Subtracting Eq.(44) from Eq.(40) indeed reproduces Hirota identity (33) with identifications t
. Proofs of the remaining Hirota identities (32), (34) and (35) follow along similar lines.
From Two-Component KP Hierarchy to Double KP Hierarchy
In this section we are going to show that the two-component KP hierarchy, with the two sets of multi-times t,t, can be regarded as ordinary one-component KP hierarchy w.r.t. to one of the multi-times, e.g. t, supplemented by an infinite-dimensional abelian algebra of additional ("ghosts") symmetries, such that the second multi-timet plays the role of "ghost" symmetry flow parameters.
We first observe, by puttingt =t ′ , t = t ′ in Hirota identities (32) and (35), that the tau-function τ 11 (t,t) defines two one-component KP hierarchies KP 11 and KP 11 w.r.t. the multi-time variables t andt, respectively. This is because in the limitst =t ′ , t = t ′ Eqs.(32), (35) reduce to the ordinary one-component KP Hirota identities. Let us define :
These functions have the following important properties. Φ 1 turns out to be simultaneously an eigenfunction of the KP 11 hierarchy and an adjoint eigenfunction of the KP 11 hierarchy. Similarly, Ψ 1 is simultaneously an adjoint eigenfunction of the KP 11 hierarchy and an eigenfunction of the KP 11 hierarchy. The proof proceeds by showing that Φ 1 and Ψ 1 satisfy the corresponding spectral representations (4) and (5) as a result of taking special limits in Hirota identities (33) and (34).
one-component KP hierarchy (such a choice is always possible due to our spectral representation theorem [1] ), which we use to construct an infinite-dimensional abelian algebra of additional symmetries. The one-component KP hierarchy equipped with such additional symmetry structure turns out to be equivalent to the standard two-component KP hierarchy.
It is an interesting question for further study whether the origin of higher multicomponent KP hierarchies can be similarly traced back to one-component KP hierarchy endowed with an appropriate infinite-dimensional abelian additional symmetry structure, generalizing the above construction for two-component KP hierarchy.
